
„ThatÊs a curious combination‰ 
 
It was time once again to make my trek to the local „Costco‰ store to pick up a couple of items in 
bulk.  It really does save money buying various items in larger quantities although I think a store 
like this is intended more for institutions and families and not so much for a single guy like me.   
 
Purchasing an eight pack of deodorant sticks seems a bit impractical.  IÊm afraid by the time I get 
to that last stick the good smell will have faded away.  IÊll be rubbing useless paraffin under my 
arms, then, going out into the world and silently alienating myself.  IÊve never found it practical to 
buy a four-gallon pack of milk.  After finally consuming gallon number one, gallons two, three, 
and four resemble cottage cheese. 
 
One of the two items on my „regular‰ shopping list are cans of milk chocolate weight loss shakes.  
These 12-ounce cans come 24 per case.  I started drinking these shakes years ago following vocal 
chord surgery.  I was unable to eat solid foods.  One of my associates suggested I drink these 
shakes since they are filled with vitamins and such and do not require chewing.  Since then, I 
have one every morning for breakfast and one quite often for lunch.  I arrived at the store, 
grabbed a cart and headed first for the shakes.  I loaded four cases of shakes into my cart.    
 
The second item on my list was „Oreo‰ cookies, lots of them.  I keep a glass cookie jar filled with 
„Oreos‰ in my office here at work for all to enjoy.  IÊve not yet met a person who doesnÊt like 
cookies from time to time.  These cookies are not only an occasional treat for someone theyÊve 
also become „lunch‰ or „breakfast‰ for that poor individual who obviously missed out on one or 
the other.  Cookies can be lifesavers, too, for the person with diabetes who needs a quick „fix‰.  I 
feel like a public servant having that cookie jar in my office. 
 
After loading those four heavy cases of weight loss shakes into my cart the „adventure‰ began.  
For some odd reason, the pallet of „Oreo‰ cookie boxes never seem to be in the same location 
within the store.  I pushed my cart from one end of the store to the other looking for the elusive 
cookies.  After a lengthy search I finally discovered the cookies were located in the aisle next to 
the weight loss shakes!  I suppose the exercise didnÊt hurt me any. 
 
As I made my way to the checkout lanes, people gave me the strangest looks seeing my cart filled 
only with weight loss shakes and „Oreo‰ cookies piled high on top.  That is a curious 
combination I suppose.  While standing in line I explained to the person behind me that the 
cookies are for the jar at work and the weight loss shakes are for me.  They seem satisfied with 
the explanation although I have heard some snickering from time to time on previous visits. 
 
I made my way through the parking lot back to my truck.  As I was unloading these seemingly 
contradictory items, a thought struck me.  We as individuals can appear as curious combinations 
at times.  We act or talk a certain way around certain people.  In a different setting with other 
people our language and demeanor changes.  Some of us are careful about the type of food and 
the quantities of food we eat yet are reckless in other areas of our life.  Consider the person who 
avoids harmful, addictive habits, and who strives to keep in shape, but always eats junk food.  
Then, thereÊs the person addicted to harmful habits who is faithful about the quality of food they 
eat.  ItÊs kind of like cookies and weight loss shakes in the same cart, is it not? 
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WeÊve all heard about the person who goes to church and appears saintly while there.  During 
the week, away from church, youÊd never know it was the same person.  If we are „two-faced‰ 
and living contradictory lives, isnÊt it time to make a change?  Are you trying your hardest to 
succeed in one area of your life only to have your efforts sabotaged by something else you do?  I 
think this condition is best summed up in this sentence, „A double-minded man is unstable in all 
his ways‰.  That just so happens to come from the Bible.  Makes sense, eh? 
 
When we chow down on cookies all the time, then, expect weight loss shakes to counteract that, 
it ainÊt gonna happen.  ItÊs one way or the other.  Moderation and consistency are paramount to 
success in life.  If we continue to act like jerks then expect respect and consideration, it ainÊt 
gonna happen.  The scale is not balanced when we treat some people indifferently, then, turn 
around and favor other people with kindness.   
 
Some things just donÊt mix, they donÊt go together, and they are too different.  Why not take a 
quick look at what youÊre doing, what youÊre saying, how youÊre living to see if there are some 
curious combinations defeating each other getting you nowhere?  Each one of us has only one 
body, one mind, and one spirit.  Harmony and balance is something to aspire to. 
 
When people look at you, do they see a well-balanced person, single-minded, stable, and in 
control?  Or, do they see a shopping cart with cookies and diet shakes? 


